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FLOKI SHIP 

Introduction

Cryptocurrencies are creating history, and
$FLOKI and its loyal followers are at the
forefront of this revolution. The introduction
of the most popular Viking ship,
$FLOKISHIP, has taken the world by storm.
This white paper aims to explain the journey
of $FLOKISHIP and how it will sail towards
Valhalla.
Mission Statement
The mission of $FLOKISHIP is to provide a
profitable, secure, and sustainable
investment opportunity for its investors. The
team behind $FLOKISHIP is committed to
ensuring the long-term growth of the project,
maintaining transparency, and building a
strong community around the project.

 
 
 
 



  
  

Tokenomics

$FLOKISHIP operates on a 5% tax, out of
which 4% is for the Floki Ship fuel, which is
used to fund various community initiatives
and marketing campaigns, while 1% is
reserved for the team. The automatic
buyback and burn feature ensures that the
value of $FLOKISHIP continues to increase
over time. This unique feature enables the
project to become self-sustaining, and the
value of $FLOKISHIP grows exponentially.

 
 
 



  
  

Upcoming Plans

The $FLOKISHIP team has divided the
project's roadmap into three phases.

Phase 1: In this phase, the project will
launch its website, open a Telegram group,
and begin presale marketing. The presale
will go live on Pinksale, and the team will
begin preliminary marketing efforts.

Phase 2: After the launch, $FLOKISHIP will
partner with prominent players in the
industry, list on CoinMarketCap (CMC), and
CoinGecko (CG). Additionally, $FLOKISHIP
will launch NFT mystery boxes to engage
with its community.



  
  

Phase 3: In the final phase, $FLOKISHIP will
continue to strengthen its community, participate
in community events and giveaways, and launch
a Twitter and YouTube marketing campaign.
The team will also launch a Defi app to enable
users to stake and earn more $FLOKISHIP.

Conclusion

$FLOKISHIP is an exciting investment
opportunity that aims to provide long-term
growth and profitability to its investors. The
team behind $FLOKISHIP is dedicated to
ensuring the success of the project and
building a strong community around it. Join
the ranks of the world's most successful
investors and set sail with $FLOKISHIP.
The journey to Valhalla has begun, and you
can be a part of it.


